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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
John Rene Plaut has contributed to the dictionary with 11532 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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quimioterapeútica
CHEMOTHERAPEUTIC related to CHEMOTHERAPY or cancer-treating science by injecting chemical compounds that
destroy cancer cells. 

quimioterapeútico
CHEMOTHERAPY related to CHEMOTHERAPY, oncological treatment with anticancer chemical compounds

quincayerría
QUINCAYERIA spelling error by QUICALLERIA

quindes
QUINDES plural of QUINDE in Colombia, Ecuador and Peru: picaflor

quinésica
QUINÉSICA study of body language, everything that is transmitted with the body, outside of oral language. 

quininas
QUININA pplural QUININAS .  See QUININA . Alkaloid extracted from the quinine, or the crust of the quino.

quinini
QUININ (and not Quinini ) hill means Sacred Mountain of the Moon, Cerro de Quininí is a forest reserve of 1900
hectares in Colombia, located in the municipality of Tibucuy

quipitos
QUIPITOS In Colombia: sweet that created the firm Quala in 1983 and that went on to become one of the favorites of
Colombians for being a dulce con leche powder that explodes in contact with saliva.  It is also sold in Peru and Chile.  2 .
 Cocaine.  This name derives from the fact that candy is also a white powder, as it is essentially milk powder. 

quiropterapia
QUIROTERAPIA Practice that through massage, frictions, strokes and other contacts with fingers, palms and
backhands of the hands improve the health of the treated person.  It applies to very varied problems such as spinal
conditions, headaches, stresses, disc injuries, osteoarthritis to the knees or elbows.

quismo
QUISMO ISMO is a Greek suffix meaning habit, custom, taste, doctrine, use : autism, totalitarianism, neologism.  When
the noun has the last syll finished in co or ca it sometimes becomes QUISMO, as in smoking, or in CISMO, as in
Catholicism.  Do not confuse with QUEISMO which is omitting a preposition within a sentence. 

quitar méritos
DETRACT FROM THE MERITS of chaquetting, ignoring a person's achievements, undermining, minimizing

quiubo



QUIUBO In Chile : Colloquially , hello .  Contraction of What was there?

quix
QUIX In Chile: Brand of a washer manufactured by Unilever South Cone

quiz
QUIZ 1 .  In English : 1 .  Eccentric person 2 .  Short oral or written test

quizs
QUIZS error by QUIZ 1 .  In English : 1 .  Eccentric person 2 .  Short oral or written test

químico farmacobiólogo
CHEMICAL PHARMACOBIOLOGICAL professional chemist specializing in pharmacobioliogy, which studies the effects
of pharmacological drugs as tools to understand the processes associated with diseases and their possible therapies. 

r0
R0 is the basic reproductive number, by which it is estimated how fast a disease can spread in a population.

ra ra
RA RA humming of different songs, including RA RA RASPUTIN and GUITAR RA RA children's song of the duo sunny
weather

rabiblanco
RABIBLANCO In Panama Ironic denomination with which it is called the upper class people 2 , Type of pigeon that has
the tail feathers white

rabo de ají
RABO OF AJO Coral snake, thin body with red, yellow and black rings, very showy.  It's very poisonous.

rabo de zorro
ZORRO RABO Granulosus-viscous ramoso shrub toxic to livestock growing in the high or low tropics of Colombia.  In
the rest of South America is known the fox tail that is an endemic plant for ornamental use because they are
rhizomatous pastures that reach up to 3 meters high and reproduce densely.  Seed copiously and can produce more
than a million seeds during its lifetime

rabones
RABONES plural of RABON in Argentina : dress that is shorter than normal 2 . animal that has the shortest tail than
normal or lacks it : rabbit rabbit. 

racear
RACEAR.  In Honduras Male said : Assemble or cover the female .  Pregnant it.

racer



RACER anglicism, derived from RACE, race, by RUNNER, COMPETITOR

rachos
RACHOS plural of RACHO RAY phonetic deformation, said by a video monster remastered on Youtube

racialización
RACIALIZATION Action and effect of RACIALIZING making a person suffer because of their racial characteristics the
impact of racism

racialización
RACIALIZATION Action and effect of RACIALIZING making a person suffer because of their racial characteristics the
impact of racism

racing
RACING anglilicism by CARRERA

racket
RACKET anglicism by racket

racon tier
RACON TIER anglicism by spelling error by RACCOON TIER or simply RACCOON, raccoon.  Tier means just animal

radfem
RADFEM acronym anglilicism by Radical Feminism, radical feminists who are right-wing, TERFs (transceclents) or
SWERF (whoreexcluyentes). 

radicados
RADICADOS plural participle of the verb RADICAR , RADICARSE , establish, settle in a place permanently

radical libre
FREE RADICAL in chemical chemical species that has one or more dssapareted electrons, so it is easy for you to
search for and find another element in similar conditions and splice.  For this reason they are very unstable, very
reactive and short half-life.   They are formed as a product of the homolytic rupture of a molecule. 

radio fórmula
RADIO FORMULA see RADIO FORMULA

radiocollar
RADIOCOLLAR collar that is placed to dogs for training and direction that produces a small electric shock, which can be
very unpleasant if misused, but not painful. 

radiofórmula
RADIOPHERULA 1 .  Type of programming that is characterized by including similar contents in a unique daily grill.  The



term also defines the stations that have that programming.  They are usually musical and have a basic formal scheme,
which is repeated during the day. There are radio formula variables, although the basic concept is to repeat musical hits
24 hours a day.  This format usually evaluates the Anglo-Saxon hot-clock concept, in which at a certain time a certain
song with particular characteristics sounds, such as the number 1 of the Top 10 of the day or week being heard.   As
opposed to the THEMATIC or Monographic RADIO is a station whose programming deals exclusively with a generic
subject (economy, sports, classical music, religion.  .  .  ) and uses a variety of radio formats.   2 .  In Mexico : Mexican
spoken radio network.  Founded in 1968, Radio Formula programs are broadcast by 100 stations. 

radiologica
RADIOLOGICAL , A ( and not RADIOLOGICA ) m .  and f.  Belonging to or relating to RADIOLOGY Part of medicine
that studies radiation, especially X-rays, in its applications to the diagnosis and treatment of diseases.

radios
RADIOS plural de RADIO-

radioteéfonos
RADIOTELEPHONES typation error by RADIOTELEPHONE

radix
RADIX from Latin radix, root .  In math 1.  A sign that represents the nth root of a number 2 .  Separator point of the
whole part and fraction of an irrational number.  3 .  Base of an arithmetic numbering system of operations : the world
usually uses radix 10, but we also use the binary, radix 2.  4 sorting .  In biology, root.  In astronomy, date

rae ayornarse
AYORNARSE reflexive form of the verb AYORNAR .  See AGGIORNAR .  BARBARISMO derived from aggiornamiento,
aggiornar, or modernization to which a thing is subjected.

raete
JOIN (and not RAETE ) second singular person of the imperative mode of the verb RAER in its pronominal form

rafagas
BURSTS (and not RAFAGAS ) plural of R-AFAGA 1 .  Sudden and strong wind blow : wind gusts 2 .  Fast and sudden
flash of light : bursts of light 3. Sudden and passing manifestation of something 44 .  Series of shots fired from an
automatic weapon, especially a machine gun

rafipale
RAFIPALE in Spain : RAFAPAL follower a Spanish journalist, friend of denouncing international intrigues, multinational
corporate confabulations, ufological secrecy, intrigues of Judaism and other extravagances. 

raggazzo di vitta
RAGGAZZO DI VITA (and not Raggazzo di vitta) Italianism by young man of life, 1 .  Book by the Italian writer Pier
Paolo Pasolini, published in 1955, brought to the cinema as La noche brava in 1959, 2.  Popularized expression for a
young man living in conditions of marginality and underdevelopment, especially in large urban centers, available for
homosexual encounters. 



raíz de oro
GOLDEN ROOT heliopsis longites Mexican shrub that comes from the Nahuatl 'chilmecatl' which means mecate chili
due to the strong and thin roots. 

raíz numérica
NUMERIC ROOT is the value that , multiplied by itself produces the original number .  The square root (twice) of 16 is 4
because 4x4 is 16.  The cubic root (3 times) of 64 is 4 because 4x4x4 is 64.  The fourth root of 16 is 2 because
2x2x2x2=16 . 

rajneeshee
RAJNEESHEE faithful to the Rajneesh movement created by the Hindu mystic Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh (1931-1990)
better known as Osho, although he used various names during his lifetime.  They were called "orange people" because
of the costumes they initially wore, although they later wore red, coffee and pink. 

rajúo
RAJO In Chile : RAJUDO, hopefully, with good fortune.

rakataca
RAKATAKA (and not RAKATACA), rageathon-style song

ramificadas
BRANCHED f .  pl.  of BRANCH, form branches, expand, extend. 

rana macho
The frog, like most species, has a male and a female, with which they reproduce.  The toad is another species.  Male
frogs are the ones that make noises at night non-stop to lure females to breeding grounds.  In some frog species, males
have rougher skin, while females have soft skin. 

ranago
RANAGO Belgian company, based in Sint Niclaas, Flanders, which is dedicated to catering and has sales for $443.
$428 million annually.

randazzismo
RANDAZZISMO doctrine promoted by Hannibal Florencio Randazzo (1964), politician of the Justice Party. 

rankear
RANKEAR anglilicism by ranking from best to worst

rankeodl
RANQUEO and also in the Saxon form, RANKEO (from RANKING) is to establish a list sorted by level of best or more
voted, at the minor or less voted.  Rankings or RANKEOS can therefore be of comedians, artists, singers, albums,
politicians, athletes, football clubs, bodies, services, etc.  In general, it is used in social media games and on music sites.
 There are sites that place their initials or acronyms to the name of the site, such as RANKEOPTY.  the suffix dl
distinguishes the author from other types, games or sites where there are rankings.



rapidito
RAPIDITO sust .  while it seems obvious that this term is the diminutive of FAST, the usual use is a neologism of urban
language for having a sexual relationship without preamble, so as to quickly reach the climax and ejaculation and
separate. 

raras
RARAS f .  Raro plural.  Strange, unusual, exotic

rarez
RAREZ s .  rarity

rasgonazo
RASGONAZO great tear or tear of a fabric

rasho
RASHO again? Why are definitions lost? RAYO phonetic deformation

raspacacho
RASPACACHO reprimand

raspar la olla
SCRAPE THE OLLA Expression to indicate consume the last resources, spend the little money that (you ) is left.

rastafariar
RASTAFARIAR Have activities typical of a RASTAFARI

rastiada
RASTIADA of rastiar, which has been assimilated to the canons of the community and rasta thought, typical of the
Rastafarian, community that was created around 1930 in Kingston, Jamaica by Marcus Garvey, who was regarded as
messianic, creating a culture mixed of local rites with Judaism and Christianity.

rastrerismo
RASTRERISM action and drag effect, servile, creepy.  Unsnoble behavior to achieve a goal

rastrojero
RASTROJERO various cargo vehicles manufactured in Argentina first by IAME, Aeronautical and Mechanical Industries
of the State since 1952, and then by two other state industries. 

rastros
RASTRO plural TRACES , footprint

rata de dos patas
TWO-LEGGED RAT Thief , friend of the stranger .  Allegory to describe a creeping and vile person, thief



ratas de dos patas
TWO-LEGGED RATS plural of TWO-LEGGED RAT , THIEF , friend of the stranger 2 .  Song of Paquita the of the
neighborhood , one of whose stanzas says : Rat of two legsTe I'm talking to youPorque a creeping bugUn being the
most damnedComparado with Youit is very small

ratico
RATICO In Venezuela : Colloquially, diminutive of time, moment Error that can be 1 RAT 1 .  m .  Set of implements and
merchandise carried by the cart in which wine is carried, such as boots, skins, ram or goat skins, and sacks with flour or
straw. 2 .  RABIES Belonging to or relating to RABIES disease 3 .  RHAETIC belonging to or relating to Retia, ancient
region of Europe, or to the language of that region, which seems to have been derived from Etruscan, or to the natives
of the same 4 RÓTICODel English.  rhotic, from rhotacism 'rotacism' and -ic '?? ico' .  In phonology : .  Said of a
consonant : Which is articulated by expelling air through one or more rapid movements of the tongue; as p .  e.g.  , the
consonants of lightning, hoop and king. 

raton de biblioteca
LIBRARY MOUSE Allegory to describe a person who is addicted to books (such as rats), reading and literary research.

rattio
RATTIO does not exist this term is written RATIO in all its meanings.  1 .  Proportion between two values 2 .  Rate
(growth or something else) 3 .  economy and finance: a quantitative relationship between two phenomena that reflects a
specific profitability situation. 

raudales cascadas
RAUDALES CASCADAS synonymous terms when CASCADA is used figuratively.  See RAUDAL, large stream of
water.  The adverbial locutions A RAUDALES and IN CASCADA are used to designate copious quantities and in
sequence or repeatedly, respectively. 

raudas
raudas f .  fast-paced RAUDO plural

rauxa
RAUXA of Catalan outburr, rage.  It could come from Latin rixous or ratxa arabism. 

rave
RAVE rave parties are danceable parties that involve repetitive, high-rhythm electronic music, accompanied by light
shows.  Raves focus on rave culture, a youth subculture that amalgamates music, art and social ideals (such as peace,
love, unity, respect, tolerance, joy). 

razgonazo
RAZGONAZO spelling error by RASGONAZO .  See RASGONAZO .

rábano blanco
WHITE RADISH Raphanus sativus Strengthens the immune system : this root is rich in vitamin C, antioxidant .  . It
facilitates digestion : this vegetable helps in it because it collaborates so that everything flows naturally because of its
high water content.



rábano japonés
JAPANESE RADISH raphanus sativus as the name implies it is a typical radish of Japan, from where it derives its
synonym, DAIKON.  Daikon comes from the Japanese DAI , long and KON , root .  Radises have two subspecies,
raphanus sativus var.   sativus or radis and C]raphanus sativus var .   sativus longipinnatus, known as Japanese radish,
white radish or daikon.  It has the shape and resemblance of a carrot and is white.  Its origin is not Japanese but from
central Asia, and is widely used in India to make spicy seasonings. 

ránking
RANKING Anglicism by list classified, usually from best or largest to lowest, as opposed to an alphabetical list, or on a
first come, first served basis. 

ránquing
RÁNQUING anglicism derived from RANKING , classification , leaderboard

re estructurar
RE STRUCTURE Generate a new structure, different from the existing one.  Reorganize , modify a structure, whether
physical or organizational .

re facil
Re easy (and not re easy) that has no difficulty at all, which is simple

re jurar
REJURING insist on an oath

re tarado
YOU'RE A MORON.  IF TARADO is a stupid, RE LATE is one stupid RECONTRA.  A super moron.

re-re
RE-RE mapuche voice to designate the black woodpecker.  1 M  Locality in the Chilean commune of Yumbel, Biobío
Region, in the province of the same name.   3 .  ReRe Hello is a sh?jo manga written and illustrated by T?ko Minami and
serialized in Sh?eisha's magazine, Bessatsu Margaret. 

re-reeleccionista
RE-RE-RE-ELECTIONist in favour of or relating to the repeated re-election of persons in political office; term that suffers
from unnecessary redundancy as RE is a prefix indicating repetition, in principle for once, but strictly strictly has no
limitations.  It intends to emphasize, then, the multiple re-elections of candidates in the political arena

reacomodamiento
REACOMODATION re-adapted ( se ) , re-accommodated.  Action and effect of getting comfortable in a different way
than the previous one. 

reactualizar
UPDATE Re-update



readaptativa
READAPTATIVA that has the ability to adapt again to new circumstances

readecuar
READECUAR see REACOMODAR , re-fix

reajustabilidad
READJUSTABILITY quality of RESETTABLE , condition of being able to update the value of something according to
some parameter, such as the increase in the cost of living, the CPI, the UF (promotion unit) 

reajustable
RESETtable that can be reset, which will be reset

real fooding
REAL FOODING see REALDOODING

realfooding
REALFOODING movement that seeks to feed itself really, healthily.  They classify all food products by their nutritional
quality and their healthiness. 

reality
REALITY anglilicism by REALITY This is called a television program where a group of participants is locked up and kept
for days and weeks interacting under the observation and recording of cameras, without a pre-set script. 

reaño
REANO Determination and courage.  Energy.  Normally use in plural .  See REAÑOS

rearreglo
REARREGLO first person of the re-return verb indicative present, re-arrange, re-arrange

reasegura
REASEGURA verbal form of the verb REASEGURAR , present indicative , third singular person .  Insurance companies
sell insurance policies to the general public.  To reduce risks, and generally by rules of the field, in turn, they are
re-insured in more powerful companies, for the eventuality of a catastrophe involving many claims simultaneously, that
said company would not be able to solve in a single blow (as would be the case of an earthquake)

reasfaltado
REASFALTADO re-paved with ASPHALT

reasfaltar
REASFALTAR re-asphalt, pave

reasiente



RESENT THAT it re-consents, approves or accepts a second time.  Said of a person : He who re-does the nod.

reasignación
REASSIGNMENT 1 .  action or effect of moving someone to a new job or job 2 .  Assigning money or property to a new
account or owner

reasignar
REASSIGN distribute in a new way ( something ), 2 .  assign in another position to someone

rebolber
REBOLBER Spelling Error To Return .

rebombonar
REBOMBONAR of BOTTLE bottle, redoma, carafe, damajuana in which liquids or gases are packaged, usually wine or
liquefied gas.  Refill these containers with wine, oil, gas or other fluid. 

reboot
REBOOT reboot, reloading it from a rebooting computer is restarting it. 

rebu o reyerta
REYERTA Scolds, fights or clashes in which opponents hit each other and usually use white weapons to injured or kill
their opponents. 

rebú
REBÚ in Spain: Acronym of Special Regimen of Used Goods .  VAT on used items, such as cars.  2 .  Possible
grammatical error due to RE BÚS .  , refuses , disposal .  REBUS , in Latin , means one thing for the other , and is used
in many languages for the game of converting images into phrases that correspond to the translation of those symbols
(methodology that originally gave rise to the written word ) 

recalculado
RECALCULATED participle passed recalculate, recalculate. 

recandidatearse
RECANDIDATEARSE to re-apply to a popular election position or contest with a selection jury. 

recapitalizar
RECAPITALIZE by reintroducing money into a business, which may come from the profits of previous years or be fresh
money from another origin

recapturar
RECAPTURE recapture , re-capture

recaratular



RECARATULAR holder a judicial process with a new name, changing the accusation or previous formalization, given
the new antecedents of said case. 

recasarse
RECASARSE to make the same mistake a second time ( at least).  The homo sapiens man is the only species of the 5
or more discovered ( neardenthalensis , australopithecus , paranthropus and others ) that survived, among other things,
thanks to its polygamous nature, which maximizes its probability of continuity of the species.  And that's atavic, ancestral
and enduring.  The instinct that was vital in the age of dinosaurs (for a man to get many women pregnant, because a
significant percentage would die before or during childbirth, or during lactation, and the same was worth it for the baby)
continues to govern human behavior today, although the survival conditions have already changed radically. 

recatate
RECATATE (and don't rescue), be demure, be more discreet, be less impudent, controlate, be more sober

recategorizacion
RECATEGORIZATION action of reclassification (a group of people, living beings or things) 

recategorización
RECATEGORIZATION new classification

recauchaje facial
FACIAL HOODING cosmetic surgery procedure in order to look younger.  Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be lifting, cosmetic surgery of the face

recálculo
RECALCULATE action and effect of recalculation ( something ). 

recelos
RECELOS plural of RECELO suspicion, suspicion, mistrust

recentralizacion
RECENTRALIZATION spelling error by RECENTRALIZATION

recentralización
RECENTRALIZATION action and effect of refocusing (political power or other ) 

recentralizador
REFOCUSER that refocuses on a center or central area

recentralizadra
RECENTRALIZADRA error by RECENTRALIZER .  see RECENTRALIZER

receptoble



RECEPTIBLE (and non-receptoble), Receptive, who is able to receive

recetal
RECETAL Recipe Set .  To distinguish it from RECETARIO a block or printed pad to issue prescriptions .  Recipe
Catalog .  Vademécum

recetear
the term is reset, not recetear, because it originated in the English verb to set, set, especially in machinery, equipment,
computers.  Set is to set parameters to a computer, machine, electronic toy, computer, etc.  Reset, is therefore to
override this setting, and set new operating parameters to that unit.

rechazado
past participle of the verb refuse.  It means refuse, resist, resist

rechazados
REJECTED plural OF REJECTED , participle of the verb REJECT , oppose , refuse

rechinguetes
RECHINGUETES, plural of RECHINGUETE, is actually said A RECHINGUETE, and is a barbarism by A CHINGUETE,
which means A CHORRO .  It is the way to drink directly from a boot, boot, or leather bag or other material containing
the wine.

recibientes
RECEIVED plural of RECEIVE, receiver, receiver, receiver, the recipient ( something ) 

recinto de guarda
GUARDA BODEGA ENCLOSURE, storage location

recirculación
RECIRCULATION reuse of a gas or liquid in a closed flow

reclamos
Plural CLAIMS OF CLAIM Complaint .  Critical presentation of deconformity (for some reason )

reclusos
RECLUSO Reo, prisoner who is held in a criminal, convicted of a crime.

recogebalones
RECOGEBALONES Pelotero , person recovering balls in a sporting event.

recogidas
COLLECTIONS pl .  of COLLECTION, time to be stored, retreat to the barracks, homes or rooms.  2 .  Time to look for
(something or someone): the collections are from Monday to Friday, at 10 and 16 hours. 



recolocar
RECOLOCAR reposition, especially asset investments

recomendador
RECOMMENDER Spanish version of INFLUENCER, person who creates currents of new fashions and interests,
recommending music, movies, products, artists, activities such as cycling, yoga or sex, green culture. 

recomendador recomendadora
RECOMMENDING RECOMMENDOR see RECOMMENDOR

reconectar
RECONNECT something that had been unplugged or disconnected.

reconfiguración
RECONFIGURATION redefining the parameters (of an operating system, of a computer, system, machine); rearming (of
a project, idea, etc.  ) 

recordar alguien
REMEMBER SOMEONE remembering someone : can anyone remember Somerseth Maugham? 2 .  mistake for
REMEMBERING SOMEONE remembering someone

recortadora
TRIMMER 1 .  Machine to make precision cuts and complexity in wood or metal 2.  Trimming machine ( se ) beard

recovendria
RECONVENDRIA First and third person Conditional mode of the verb reconvenir Call attention (someone), censor,
reprimand, reprimand

recreacional
RECREATIONAL for fun or entertaining, with no commercial value

recriminaciones
PLURAL RECRIMINATIONS OF RECRIMINATION .  See RECRIMINATION .

recristianizar
RECRISTIANIZAR re-convert human groups (in a region where there were previously missionaries) to the Christian
faith. 

rectos
RECTOS plural de recto

recualificacion
REQUALIFICATION of spelling error by REQUALIFICATION



recualificación
REQUALIFICATION Re-prepare for the performance of an activity, especially professional. 

recubrición
RECUBRITION neologism by COATING 2 .  Cover. 

recuerdos
PLURAL MEMORIES of RECUERDO

reculie
RECULIE 1 .  A foul and vulgar expression that denotes having had many sexual encounters or having had one but very
intense : I reculied it 2 .  Figuratively, having imposed hard, reprimanded ( someone) : I recified it to doodles : crashed
the new truck.  2 .  Improper form of the first person of the indefinite preterite of the verb recular, rewind, back down,
repent, instead of the correct reculé

recuperar la consciencia
RECOVER CONSCIOUSNESS Return to itself, be able to perceive reality, the environment around you and position
yourself in it, having lost that capacity for health reasons or by therapeutic induction.

recurso de protección
REMEDY OF PROTECTION IN CHILE: requirement before the courts of justice that the Constitution grants to those
who, as a result of arbitrary or illegal acts or omissions, suffer deprivation, disturbance or threat to their constitutional
rights and guarantees.  Shelter: 1.  Right to life 2 .  Equality before the law 3 .  Right to be tried by pre-existing courts 4 . 
Right to protection of privacy 5 .  inviolability of the home and communication 6 .  Freedom of conscience and worship 7
.  Freedom of choice of health .  8 .  Freedom of education 9 .  Freedom of opinion 10 .  Freedom of assembly 11 . 
Freedom of association .  12 .  Freedom of work 13 .  Freedom of association 14 .  Freedom of economic activity 15 . 
Right not to be discriminated against economically 16 .  Freedom of ownership of property 17 .  Freedom of ownership
18 .  Intellectual property law 19 .  Right to live without pollution . 

red carpet
RED CARPER, English, textual red carpet.  This is the likes of galas where guests actually ride a red carpet to show off
and be applauded by their fans.

red devil
RED DEVIL Anglicism by DIABLO RED , is a place in Bethel, Alaska.  At the 2010 census it recorded 23 inhabitants 2. 
Smith Hemenway Company's Line of Construction Tools

red oscura
RED OSCURA lawless virtual world where 96% of internet information is located.  Cannot be accessed through
convention browsers

red san
SAN network , storage area network .  High-speed computing network with proprietary, high-end enterprise architecture.
 Storage is in a centralized shared area.



red social
RED SOCIAL network of contacts, interrelationships and communications that are made to the eaves of the Internet. 
You can refer to a particular application as facebook or all of them, in which case you talk about social networks. 

redebut
REDEBUT re-edited a musical, theatrical or entertaining work, or the presentation of an artist. 

redebut
REDEBUT re-edited a musical, theatrical or entertaining work, or the presentation of an artist. 

redemocratización
REDEMOCRATIZATION action to re-impose democracy. 

redentología
PRACTICAL REDENTOLOGY and theory of redemption or ability to redeem (manage to free from the suffering, pain,
harm or evil that afflicts someone) 

redescribir
RE-write or narrate (something ) 

redetallar
REDETALLAR re-describe in a thorough manner . 

redifundir
REDIFUNDIR re-propalar, difundir, promever, expandir

redilatación
REDILATATION action and effect of re-expanding or expanding (something) by effect of heat, pressure or other agent. 
The prefix renotes repetition . 

redimensionar
RESIZE recalculate the size ( of something ).  2 Reassess the severity of a situation . 

rediseño
REDESIGN action and effect of REDESIGN , redesign , create ( something ) 

redondela
REDONDELA circle

reducidos
REDUCED plural of reduced Past participle of the verb REDUCE : 1 shrink , dwarf, slow down; 2 Sell stolen species 3 in
math and chemistry, lead to a simpler expression or form.  4 .  Master, bend, defeat



reductivo
REDUCTIVE that produces decrease or dwarfing: reductive exercise, reductive diet

redupliendo
REDUPLIENDO gerund of the verb REDUPLIR , in Ecuador : respond , satisfy , fulfill

reeducativa
REEDUCATIVO , A that promotes the correction or improvement of education obtained previously, usually defective, by
scarce, useless, poor or inadequate. 

reemergencia
REEMEEGENCE seems ridiculous to create a term that means a repeated state of emergency.  It seems more
reasonable to think of a PRE-EMERGENCY apheresis, in Chile: one of the three states of environmental pollution that
are declared to reduce the emission of gases through, among other things, the vehicular restriction. 

reencaminamiento
ROUTING, action to turn the tide in an activity or lifestyle

reencariñar
REENCARIÑAR to grow fond again ( with someone or something ) 

reenergizar
REENERIZE to re-provide electrical power to a circuit, network or geographic area

reequilibrar
REBALANCE rebalance , reset the equilivrium . 

reequilibrio
REEQUILIBRIO a new state of balance

reescolarizar
REESCOLARIZAR go through the classrooms again to people who had some school education. 

referato
REFERATO 1 in Chile arbitration 2 .  Argentina and Chile: set of referendums 3.  A set of experts who impartially
evaluate a scientific publication. 

referencias
REFERENCES 1 .  Said of a person : Information given or received with respect to a third party.  2 .  Saying of a place :
Items that allow you to find a physical location : Go south .  To the third traffic light turn left.  The office is after the
supermarket.  3 .  Said in respect of a document : Data that allows to know the origin of information used in the
document that refers to this information ( bibliographic reference )



referil
REFERIL relating to or belonging to the arbitrator or arbitration

refichaje
REFICHAJE re-treation of a professional athlete by a sports club

refinados
refined 1.  Purified product of its impurities : refined oil, refined sugar.  2 .  Fine person.  To act refined.  3 .  Cult

reflejante
REFLECTIVE REFLECTANT, which reflects

reflejos
REFLEXES use plural, response to external stimuli: according to the hammer test, you have very good reflexes. 
Rebound of light on an opaque surface generating an image on it. 

refoesta
REFOESTA spelling error by REFORESTA third person sIngular of this indicative of the verb REFORESTAR . 

reforestador
REFORESTER Returning to forestar, it has the capacity to reforest.  Said of a person : It makes the recovery or
replanting of a damaged forest .

reformulación
REFORMULATION 1 .  Recreating an accusatory libel against a defendant in court, for the appearance of new evidence
or by imperfections in the formulation. Prior.  2 .  Redefine, using new formula, the chemical combination of a drug, or
another compound such as tinctures, paints, flavorings, cosmetics and others.

refreshing
REFRESHING verbatim means refresh, but its use is more technological and in this case refers to updating the variable
values on an information screen. 

refundacional
REFOUNDATIONAL That recreates from its foundations

regaños
REGAOS, plural of REGAO challenge, claim, wake-up call

regeneración natural
Natural regeneration refers to the recovery of an individual organism, collective or massive, plant or animal.  without
human or artificial intervention, call it an endangered species.  a burned forest or a type of insect.

regenerarse



Regenerate, thoughtful way to regenerate, characteristic of living beings to produce an organ or part of the, a time that
he missed it by amputation, necrosis, loss, death or other natural causes.  It is said is also of an organism that may have
died and was able to be rebuilt.

reggaeronero
REGGAETONERO person who produces reggaeton or who is a fan of this type of music

reggaetonera
REGGAETONERA f .  of REGGAETONERO

reggaetonero
REGGAETONERO that plays music of the reggaeton 2 genre.  who likes reggaeton

reggaetón
REGGAETÓN spanglish by REGGAETON or REGGAETON in its Spanishized form.  The term has these spellings
because this type of dance originated in Puerto Rico, in the 90's, where Spanglish English is spoken a Spanishized
English. 

reglas fundamentales
FUNDAMENTAL RULES, plural of FUNDAMENTAL RULE, basic principle, foundation, main law

regrabar
REGRABAR re-record, usually a theme song. 

reguetonera
REGUETONERA women's REGUETONERO

regulacionismo
REGULATION Methodological and intensive application of rules and regulations to one or more human activities

rehab
REHAB anglicism to designate the clinical process of REHABILITATION for drug and drug use.  Drug treatment

rehabilitados
REHABILITATED plural of REHABILITATED

reimaginar
REIMAGINAR re-imagine something that had been mentally created before.

reimpermeabilización
REIMPERMEABILIZATION process of repetition of a seal to prevent the filtration of liquids, for example, on a roof,
terrace, pool, pond, etc. 



reimponer
REIMPOSE restrictions ( on someone or something ) 

reimposición
REIMPOSURE Repeated action of imposing, ordering to execute, placing (hands on top) 

reimpulsar
REIMPULSAR re-promote , promote ( something ) 

reimpulso
REIMPULSO action of pushing something or someone again.  Give energy, invest in reviving a project, company or
similar

reinauguración
REOPENING REOPENING; celebration of reopening some place or business to the public. 

reindustralización
REINDUSTRIALIZATION re-industrialize action, recreate and install infustries

reinsidir
REINSIDIR spelling error by REINCIDIR

reinterpretar
REINTERPRET repeating a performance

reintroducción
REINTRODUCTION of re-introduce action (a product in a market, a pest or species in a medium) 

reintroducir
REINTRODUCE re-enter (something that had been discontinued or disappeared). 

reinvención
REINVENT NEOlogism to express a new way of doing something, way to earn bread. 

reinyectar
REINJECT Re-insert, under pressure, a liquid into a yod or solid body. 

reit
REIT Real Estate Investment Trust Equity Investment Funds .  They are funds that in Spain are called SOCIMIs and that
are invested in properties that are leased and that from there produce dividends that are distributed once a year. 

reírse de alguien



LAUGH AT SOMEONE mock, make fun of a person.  Figuratively, try to take advantage, abuse, deceive, scam, scam

relacionamiento
RELATIONSHIP Action and effect of relating (things or people) relating (between people) 

relajantes
RELAXING plural RELAXING Relaxing Relaxes

relamar
RELAMAR spelling error by RELAMER (default CLAIM for being well known) Pass the tongue by the lips repeatedly
indicating taste for what is seen or foreseen.

relativas
RELATIVE f .  and relative wildebeest That is not safe, which depends on the circumstances or other variables

relato político
POLITICAL ACCOUNT prefabricated detailed discourse on a subject, with emphasis on the philosophical or conceptual
aspect

relájate
RELAX Expression that means Stay calm! It's okay! Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be calm!
Tranqui! Take it easy!

relectura
REREAD a second reading

relegadas
RELEGATED , plural of RELEGADO , To Put someone or something in a secondary place, away or forgotten.  The
judges, after watching the video, relegated Better Is Nothing to third place in the race.

relegitimar
RELIGITIMAR re-recognize , make valid ( something ) 2 make (rights) recognized again. 

religionalizar
RELIGIONALIZE 1 .  Convert a population to a religion 2 .  Turning a political conflict into a religious one

rellenable
REFILLable that can be filled, that the filling can be completed or that can be refilled again. 

relleneras
FILLS , plural of FILL .  In Mexico and Salvador, a woman who prepares dishes of chancho or cuche filling



relleneras
FILLS , plural of FILL .  In Mexico and Salvador, a woman who prepares dishes of chancho or cuche filling

relocalización
RELOCATION relocation, repositioning

relocalizar
RELOCATION 1 . redefine the geographic coordinates of an object, person, or place 2.  Relocate

reloj inteligente
NEW SMART WATCH era of wristwatches, with similar capabilities to smartphones, such as, for example, replacing the
credit card, keeping control of blood pressure and heart beats, watch videos and so on.

remainer
REMAINER anglicism derived from REMAIN verb to remain ( se ) and sust .  balance , rest , residue . It became popular
in 2016 in England when the plebiscite on Brexit was held to decide whether to leave or stay in the EC.  Those who
advocated remaining were called REMAINERS, "the left ones."  It is easy to adaotate to the colloquial language
because in English the term REMINDER is common, which comes from REMIND remember, and means reminder,
which is why 3M invented yellow stickers to stick REMINDERS on the refrigerator door, on the landline or in the
workplace, used today universally and in various colors. 

remanentes
REMAINING balances of goods or products, usually stored in a cellar, shed, or office

remar en contra
REMAR AGAINST Allegory to , express that someone is going against the interests of others : Today there were more
than 1000 arrested for rowing against health standards and violating quarantine and curfew.

remear
REMEAR Mear, Urinate.  It can be a deformation of REMEDAR, imitate something, make it similar to something else.  2
.  Said of a person: Follow the same traces, method, order or discipline as another person. 

reminoscencis
REMINOSCENSIS spelling error by REMINISCENCIA

remix
REMIX anglilicism to be remixed .  A media part that has been altered by adding, changing, or deleting some of its
original. 

remontados
REMONTADOS plural de REMONTADO , participle of the verb REMONTAR , 1 .  Navigate a waterway against current
2.  Recover positions on the scoreboard of a match when it was being lost.  3 .  Back to a specific moment in the past:
the era of dinosaurs dates back to the secondary or Mesozoic era



rempujar y empujar es lo mismo
REMPUJAR AND EMLUJAR ARE THE SAME.  YES.  rempujar is a barbarism or vulgarism by PUSH . 

renacionalizar
RENATIONALIZE renationalize any resource or company that had been privatized. 

rendir los frutos
PAY THE FRUITS produce successful results.  Achieve the expected goal.

rendirse sin luchar
SURRENDER WITHOUT FIGHTING.  Expression indicating that a task undertaken is abandoned without making any
effort to overcome it

rendn
rendn spam

renegate
RENEGATE renegado

renembranza
RENEMBRANZA error by REMEMBRANCE

rené
RENÉ name m .  of French origin, its feminine RENATA, comes from RENÉE

rengíferos
RENGFERS , plura lde RENGIFER , from Latin rengifer , RENO .

rental
RENTAL anglilicism by ( DE ) LEASE 2 .  Car leasing company

renting
RENTING s .  Lease verb Arrendando , from the verb rent , lease

renvillas
RENVILLAS typo by RENCILLAS pl .  of GRUDGE , fight

renziana
RENZIANA relative to or pertaining to the thought, ideology and work of the Italian architect and senator Renzo Piano
(n.  1937) , Pritzker Prize . 

reñir lidiar



FIGHT, have a quarrel, fight, face someone in word or play.

reordenamiento
RESTRUCTURING REORDERING Restructuring .  Different ordering of something already previously ordered or
organized.

reparatoria
REPARATORY Women's REPARATORY

reparatorio
REPAIR that compensates (for damage caused) 

reperfilación
REPERFILATION modification of the curriculum vitae according to a new intention of work or professional orientation . 

reperfilamiento
REPERFILATION Make a Profile Change . when looking for work you have to be making the right changes to the
curriculum vitae, or reprofileling, so as to highlight the experience in the areas required by the employment offered in
each situation.  The Communist Party has re-profiled after the fall of the Berlin Wall.  Same wolf with other skin. 

repetibles
REPEATABLE that can be repeated, given again.  Antonym : unrepeatable

replicable
REPLICABLE that can be copied identically an indeterminate number of times

reposicionamiento
REPOSITIONing Reposition a brand in the market, changing attributes. 

reposicionar
REPOSITIONing repositioning (a brand, a product, a company) 

reposicionarse
REPOSITIONing back in a new location

repostular
REPOSTULAR re-run for office

repostularse
REPOSTULARSE to re-run as a candidate for public or private office

repotenciacion



REPOTENCE spelling error by REPOWER

repotenciación
REPOTENCE action and effect of re-strengthening (a sports team, a structure, a project) 

reprendiendolo
REPRIMING (and not rebuking it ) pronominal form of the gerundium of the verb REPRENDER Retar , recriminating,
drawing attention.

representantes
REPRESENTATIVE PLURAL REPRESENTATIVES, acting on behalf of another person or group of them

reprimendar
REPRIMENDAR Make a reprimand .  Strongly challenge those who have committed a foul.  This verb is a barbarism,
because it does not exist in the SAR.

reprisar
REPRISAR from Portuguese re-introduce REESTRENAR (films, shows).  By extension, repeat

reproducción asistida
ASSISTED REPRODUCTION pregnancy and childbirth with external support.  Artificial fertilization, helping the egg to
be artificially fertilized. 

reprograma
REPROGRAMATED Plan that replaces an original program previously in operation or projected .  Modifying an Existing
Program .

reprotóxico
REPROTOXIC that causes cancer.  Reprotoxins are agents that, in the face of prolonged contact with workers, can
cause cancer. 

reptilario
REPTILARIO zoo saurios, as the serpentine is snakes.  They usually have large swimming pools and low-deep canals
so that they sail and can be observed by the public.  It's quite scary to see herds of crocodiles and yacarés opening their
jaws or stalking semi-hollowed just a couple of meters away. 

republicano republicana
REPUBLICAN REPUBLICAN See REPUBLICAN

republicanos radicales
RADICAL REPUBLICANS plural of REPUBLICAN RADICAL conservative (or extremist) supporter of Republicans or
Republican party. 



republicar
REPUBLISHing something that had previously been published

repulsión rechazo
REPULSION Rejection .  Feeling disgusted or displeased You gain from moving something away from your presence.  . 
Refusal to accept something

reputacional
REPUTATIONAL relative to reputation or prestige, image

requeteconfirmar
REQUETECONFIRM CONFIRM repeatedly , reconfirm

requetecontra
REQUETECONTRA in Chile very .  This is looking forward to good

requintada
REQUINTED In Argentina : Lifted from the wing of the hat 2 Tilt sideways or fold the hat wing upwards.  3 .  Bid a fifth in
leases already topped and fifths.

resagozo
RESAGOZO mistake by Resa, Gozo Resa is a place in Gozo, a Maltese island with Neolithic temples, a medieval
citadel, beaches, dive sites and a Baroque cathedral. 

rescatate
RESCATATE pronominal form of the imperative form second singular person of the verb RESCUE save , recover ,
release , release

reselladio
RESEALED waterproofing work on a preliminary seal

resellado
RESEEDING 1 .  action of reseoting a coin by changing its value.  The year 1603 Philip III ordered to reseal the copper
coin, fixing the value of 4 maravedíes to the piece that until then had been worth 2 and from 8 to that of 4, being
forbidden the circulation of the unmarked 2.  waterproofing work on a preliminary seal 2 .  Past participle of the verb
RESELLAR .  3 .  Silver coin that circulated in Spain since 1812. 

resequedad
RESE DRY Quality of dry .  Extremely dehydrated, lacking moisture.

reservistas
RESERVISTA's plural RESERVISTA



reset
Substantive RESET and verb , reverse action of SET , which involves returning to its original state, in particular
parameters and variables of a program or computer.  Restart a computer or program. 

reseteo
RESET reset the initial values of the parameters . 

reseyado
RESELLADO MISSPELLED

resguardo para proteger otros barcos
GUARD TO PROTECT OTHER SHIPS.  RESGUARDO is itself protection, be it an action or an effect, or the place
where the action is performed : the boardwalk is the ( place of ) guard.  .  .  .  . PROTECT OTHER BARCOS means
ships not yet considered in the previous circumloquise, and which will be in conditions of (also) be protected.

resibia
RECEIVE spelling error by RECEIVED FIRST and third singular person of imperfect preterite of the verb receive

residentes
RESIDENT WHO lives permanently in one place

residuo cero
ZERO RESIDUE In mathematics : a division in which the divider contains an exact number (integer ) of times in the
dividend. 

resilientes
RESILIENTES plural of RESILIENTE of the resilient English, and this, in turn, of Latin resiliens, past participle of the
verb tesilere, jumping backwards, rewinding, means that it has the ability to recover the state before a damage received.

resintonizar
RETUNING to re-tune , return to the same transmission and receive frequency.  Figuratively, re-friends with two people. 

resíduo
RESIDUE 1 .  Part in an arithmetic division that fails to complete divider 2.  Part that remains of a whole 3.  Waste
results from some process

resociabilización
RESOCIABILIZATION action and effect of making it sociable again (to someone) 

resocializar
RESOCIALIZE re-socialize, return to intercom or social or personal relationships. 

resolutividad



RESOLUTION of resolution quality, which resolves . 

resongón
RESONGÓN error by REZONGÓN , person who complains a lot

respaldatoria
SUPPORT that serves as support and support

respaldatorio
BACKUP that supports, supports or serves as verification

respawn
RESPAWN anglilicism by REAPARECER .  2 .  It consists of the reappearance of some element in video games. 

respetar decisiones
RESPECT DECISIONS to abide by, comply with, obey agreements or orders taken in advance

restos petrificados
PETRIFIED REMAINS long-standing fossil skeletons that have acquired stone properties. 

resurgir desde abajo
RESURFACE FROM BELOW recovering from a disastrous situation successfully. 

resurrecto
RESURRECTO who has died and come back to life

retail
RETAIL literally, retail .  Neologism to refer to multistores and their industry. 

retailer
RETAILER anglicism derived from RETAIL , retail; retailer

retaliatorio
RETALIATORY relating to counterattack or war response to an enemy attack.  RETALIATION response or revenge for
an attack received. 

retapizar
REPLACE THE WORN OR DAMAGED TAPESTRY WITH A NEW ONE

retarado
RETAMED Very stupid, retarded, total idiot



reteficada
RETETIFIED FROM RETETIFY, re-breastfeeding a baby when it had already been weaned.  It seems to me, rather, a
mistake to RETEST, to re-testify as a witness in a case. 

retestificar
RETEST to testifying again, testifying, testifying as a witness in front of a court or authority repeatedly. 

reténgala
RENGALA Second singular person in Imperativo de verbo RETENERG , prevent it from escaping , exit or go .

reticulación
RETICULATION action and effect of RETICULAR , 1 .  form a network-shaped tissue, 2.  install a reticle on an optical
instrument.  3 .  Place a sample in the reticle of the microscope or other optical instrument 4 .  Focus

retinoide
RETINOIDE type of chemical compound related to vitamin A .  They are used in skin treatments, especially for their
action on epithelial cells.  Retinol is a first generation non-aromatic retinoid (vitamin A). 

retinopatía
RETINOPATHY any condition to the retina of the eye that is not the product of inflammation.  The most common are
diabetic retinopathy and hypertensive retinopathy. 

retraídas
RETRACTED f .  pl.  of RETRACTED

retribuciones
REMUNERATION, plural of RETRIBUTION, action to give back, reward in money a service or work, or to the person
who provides it

retrofuturista
RETROFUTURIST IS A prefix that indicates that it looks to the past.  Then, it is a vision, style of the future that invokes
the past or vintage style. 

retroiluminada
BACKLIT f .  BACKLIT

retroiluminado
BACKLIT illuminated from the back

retroprogresiva
RETROPROGRESSIVE f .  of RETROPROGRESSIVE

retroprogresivo



RETROPROGRESSIVE that pulls to the original primitive non-duality.  Progress or progress in any area is making
things more complex and, as we move away from that origin we feel longing and intentions to return to the original
non-duality.  If this does not happen then the price we have paid is higher than the profit. 

retrovisora
REARVIEW MIRROR f .  rearview mirror, (mirror) that allows you to see towards the back

retrógado
RETROGRADE that produces or acts causing a setback in ideas or customs

retruecanos
RETRUCANOS (and not retrucans ) plural of RETRUCANO , 1 .  Word game in which there is repetition of them. 2 . 
Reversal of the first sentence as antithesis of first thought : Working to live and not live to work

retrusión
Retrusion of Retrusio Latin, action of pushing back; dispatching back of a tooth. 

reubicación
RELOCATION workplace reassignment

reumonología
REUMONOLOGY medical specialty that treats medical disorders of the locomotor system and connective tissue, known
generically as rheumatic diseases

reurbanización
REDEVELOPMENT action to redevelop a land or place. 

revaloras
REVALORAS segunda pers .  From this indicative of the verb REVALUE, revalue or valorize

revengano, na
REVENGANO , An etharra who walks on social media; derived from Revenge (Revenge) American TV series that lasted
4 seasons, since 2011, based on the Count of Monte Cristo, by Alejandro Dumas. 

reventar la oreja
RESALE THE EAR figuratively, break the eardrum.

revestimientos
PLURAL COATINGS of COATING, coating of a surface for the purpose of protection and beauty. 

revestre
REVESTRE in reverse mode, backwards, or reverses, as in wild growing naturally, without human intervention, or in
aggression, which is abrupt, or not domesticated.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be inversely, the



other way around

revictimización
REVICTIMIZATION action of re-victimizing, becoming the victim (a person, group of people or collective) 

revincularse
REVINCULARSE reflexive form of the verb REVINCULAR , re-LINK acquire a link, connection, relationship .

revisitación
REVISITATION the prefix re- means to return, then it will try to re-make a visit, either to a place, to people or even a
matter.

revisitar
REVISIT re-view

revivalista
REVIVALISTA relating to revival 2 .  Supporter of the revival. 

revolucion verde
GREEN REVOLUTION spelling error by GREEN REVOLUTION

revolución 4.0
REVOLUTION 4 . 0 fourth era of revolution in some area.  For example in communications: revolution 1 . 0 the personal
computer, PC; revolution 2 . 0 the mobile phone; revolution 3 . 0 the cell phone revolution 4 . 0 5G technology. 

revolución verde
REVOLUTION GREEN expression to represent the immense boom and production of food from efficient agriculture that
passed in the United States between the 1960s and 1980s. 

revolutum
REVOLUTUM is part of the Latin expression totum revolutum which literally means all scrambled.  Jumble. 

revueltas
REVUELTA sust .  Rebellion, insurrection, civil disobedience, guerrillaadj, Batida, mixed.

rey reina
KING QUEEN see KING, monarch, supposedly appointed by divine inspiration to rule his subjects. 

rhinion
RHINION english term for the point at the lowest end of the middle suture that joins the nasal bones. 

riañés



RIAÑÉS relative or belonging to Riaño, Spanish municipality and village of the province of León on the south side of the
Cantabrian mountains.  2 .  Gentilicio of the inhabitants of Riaño . 

riazano, na
RIAZANO in Spain: Riaza sports club, Segovia

ribociclib
RIBOCICLIB Drug Used for Hormone-Related Female Breast Cancer . 

ribozoma
RIBOZOMA ribosome error, each of the organelles of the cytoplasm of a cell, composed of RNA, proteins and water and
whose function is to synthesize proteins. 

rider
RIDER anglilicism by JINETE , DRIVER

rift
RIFT tectonic pit, usually elongated of great radius of curvature, generated by sinking vaults or distension of the Earth's
crust.  Tectonic caves , usually very extended and with a big curving ratio , originated by vaults sinking or earth crust
distensions

rigatoni
RIGATONI tube-shaped paste that is fluted by the, outer surface to increase the adhesion of the pesto or sauces.

rigurosos
RIGUROSOS plural of RIGUROSO , strict , severe

rijurimun
RIJURIMUN Word probably derived from rujuri, used in Romanian and other languages for lipstick, lipstick, rouge or
lipstick. 

rincon del vago
VAGO CORNER (and not vague corner) very entertaining website with a very wide spectrum, where all kinds of topics
are covered It has the URL www . rincondelvago. com 2.  Site dedicated to pop music called strictly The Corner of the
Bum, created by Tábata Delgado. 

rinquincuachin
RINQUINCOACHIN barbarism by RANKINGCOACHING, that is, application of the SEO tool (Self Engine Optimization)
RankingCoach, which allows you to do the optimization of a website yourself

rischa
RISHA Legging panty model 2. Musical project by Alexander Hacke and David Eugene Edwards.3. Small hot planet
sorrounding the Rish star on the Rishi system.



risgua
RISGUA plant, commonly known as ACHIRA plant of the cannaace family that grows up to 3 meters tall with red
flowers, purple stems and black seeds. 

risotados
RISOTADOS typing error by RISOTADAS

ristretto
RISTRETTO Italianism which means restricted, limited cup of coffee, strong and intense, with half water

ritula
RITULA Hindu female given name , known in the West by Jain journalist Ritula Shah ( n .  1967) , bbc radio announcer . 
As an observer of the jain dharma religion, one of the oldest and most continuous on the planet, she is a renunciationist
(abstinence from sexual pleasures among other renunciations) Ritula Shah has interviewed as a presenter various
people who have been or are involved with renunciation. 

rivalidades
PLURAL RIVALITIES OF RIVALITY Rival Condition .

rive droite
RIVE DROITE , north river in French, northern area of the city of Paris determined by the right side of the River Seine
that cuts the city flowing from east to west.  Likewise, rive gauche is the left or south side of Paris. 

rive gauche
RIVE GAUCHE galicism by left bank left side of the River Seine when you are looking north of Paris.  RIVE DROIT is
the right side

river
RIVER English term, meaning RIO, stream of water flowing over a terrain.  Just as in Spanish there are many people of
surname Rios, in English-speaking countries there are others of surname Rivers.

riverdance
RIVERDANCE famous theatrical show of traditional Irish music and dance created by the musician and composer Bill
Whelan, various scenic groups have been formed that dazzle the audience with their dance in large groups and with
unsurpassed precision.  Much of his repertoire shows off the tap dance, dance that takes the rhythm heeling and making
sounds with the stoperoles of the footwear. 

rizomatico
RIZOMATICO spelling error by RIZOMÁTICO , relative or belonging to the RIZOMA of plants, underground stem that
has several buds, from which roots sprout. 

rizomático
RIZOMATIC relative or belonging to the RIZOMA, underground stem that on the one hand casts branches and on the
other roots. 



rizomelico
RHIZOMELIC misspelling by RHIZOMELIC, relative to or pertaining to RHIZOME

rizomélico
RHIZOMELICO in botany: relative or belonging to the reproductive system of many plants.  You can cut pieces
containing a gem and get new plants.  In anatomy: relative to or belonging to the joints.  In philosophy: concept
developed by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari in their project Capitalism and Schizophrenia.  It is what they call "image
of thought", based on the rhizome of botany, which apprehends multiplicities. 

ríos
Plural rivers of river, stream of water flowing from the mountain to the sea

road show
ROAD SHOW positioning a brand in the market through presentations and meetings that are held as you tour the
country, with clients or with potential investors who have the opportunity to share with senior executives of exhibiting
companies. 

roadhog
ROADHOG, ROAD compression, road and HOG, pig, pig.  Name of a villain from Blizzard's Overwatch video game. 

roamericano
ROAMERICANO spelling error by PROAMERICANO, in favor of the American or the Americans. 

roba de llengos
ROBA DE LLENGOS deformation of ROBA DE LLENGES Mallorcan fabrics that are produced with a technique called
IKAT, which came to Mallorca from the East by the Silk Road in the s.  Xvi.  Previous ligatures are made that prevent the
tincture from penetrating some parts of the fabric. 

robacalorías
ROBACALORÍAS slimming pills that block the absorption of carbohydrates and lipids. 

robar y matar
STEAL AND KILL commit the greatest crimes; having no God or law

robotico
ROBOTICO spelling error by ROBÓTICO

robótico
ROBOTIC belonging to or related to ROBOTS and ROBOTICS. 

robustés
ROBUSTÉS see ROBUSTNESS



rociados
PAST PART PART IDS , PLURAL OF THE VERB SPRINKLE , SPREAD WATER IN SMALL QUANTITIES ( ON AN
OBJECT OR BEING ) 

rocino de el libro de don quijote de la mancha
ROC'N ( and not ROCINO ) Horse of poor trace and little elevation

rock star
ROCK STAR musical idol, rock star

rockero-popera
ROCKERO-POPERA music that combines rock and pop

rodachín
RODACHON Wheels with bearings to facilitate the transfer of heavy objects, such as suitcases, pianos, handcarts,
doors and gates. 

rodacho
RODACHO 1 .  Food restaurant, marina in Barranquilla, Colombia.  2 .  Bearing, rolling, balero, roller.  See also
RODACHN or RODACHINA . 

rodachos
RODACHOS plural de RODACHO or BEARING

rodar cabezas
ROLL HEADS literally slit their throats; figuratively, dismiss, dismiss from office. 

rodeable
RODEABLE that can be surrounded.  That there is an alternative path, expressly or figuratively.

rodenticida
RODENTICIDE generally poisonous product to kill mice and pericotes

rodenticidas
RODENTICIDES pl of RODENTICIDE

rodoviario
RODOVIARIO Another word that I have already described recently and exhaustively and that, by art of chimbiriloco,
disappears, without even having registered.  This time I'll just say the basics.  in Chile, bus terminal.  In general,
high-speed paved track for vehicle traffic.  Traffic of minor vehicles may or may not be allowed.  .  In Portuguese they
are paved public rural roads that could even allow the transit of pedestrians and bicycles. 

rodoviaruo



RODOVIARIO sust .  and adj .  In Chile : bus terminal station.  In Brazil (Portuguese): paved high-speed interurban road,
which may or may not allow the circulation of cyclists and pedestrians.  As an adjective it means rolling mateeial that
circulates on paved tracks, essentially roads: road transport

rogel
ROGEL in Argentina : alphajor cake, consisting of several layers of neutral biscuits interspersed with abundant layers of
milk delicacy, topped by chantilly cream. 

rohingya
ROHINGYA See ROHINY

rohinyá
ROHINYA ethnic group of Muslim religion that has lived in Burma for several generations and which has been the cause
of persecution and denial of citizenship by the Myanmar government as immigrants.  This forced them to migrate to
Bangladesh. 

rojiblanca
ROJIBLANCA red and white shirt from some clubs or football teams, such as River Plate, Buenos Aires, Argentina or
the Peruvian national team. 

rojiblanco rojiblanca
ROJIVLANCO ROJIBLANCA See ROJIBLANCO

rojinegra
ROJINEGRA T-shirt and bar of various teams that have red and black colors as distinctive of the club.  For example,
Rangers of Talca , Chile , Atlas of Guadalajara and A . C. Milan Milan, Italy

rojinegro
ROJINEGRO which has a combination of red and black colors

rojita
ROJITA diminutive of ROJA, as the Chilean and Spanish national football teams are called. 

role playing
ROLE PLAYING literally perform role-playing games 1.  Play role-playing video games where the player becomes a
character and becomes the player character (PJ), fictional character controlled during the game session.  The weight of
the action falls mainly on this type of characters, since they are the only ones who can make decisions, and on whom all
the action of the game revolves.  The rest of the characters, which the game director does intervene are the non-player
characters (PNJ).  2 .  In games of teenagers and in sexual relations there are those who put more color and disguise
themselves to make role-playing games, such as doctor, nurse, schoolgirl, etc. 

rolerina
ROLERINA girl who is addicted to role-playing games



rollos
ROLLS imaginary problems

romboi
ROMBOI in Colombia anglilicism derived from ROUND POINT, circular place; Roundabout, roundabout

rompecráneos
ROMPECRÁNEOS Internet Challenge where 3 young people participate on one side of the other of coordinated jumps. 
At some point in the jump the two participants of the left and right ends kick the ankles to the center, the one who loses
his balance and gives himself a slate on the ground.  The idea is to hit the base of the neck and end up in the hospital.

romper las bolas
BREAK THE BALLS In Argentina : Get out of the way.  Import, disturb, make angry, break the ass, screw, take the
choros out of the basket.

romperredes
ROMPERREDES Player who scores many goals

rompió el corazón
BREAK THE HEART metaphor to indicate an action that has caused a deep feeling of pain and sorrow in the affected
person.

ronquidos
SNORING pl .  of SNORING

roommate
ROOMMATE anglilicism by roommate, derived from room, room and matte, partner

rop
ROP RETINOPATIA OF THE PREMATURE .  Retinal disease that is usually treated with lasers but usually leads to
retinal detachment anyway

ropa de noche
EVENING WEAR Elegant formal dress

rosadita
ROSADITA diminutive of ROSADO , A Pink. It's a mixture of red with a percentage of white.  According to the RGB
standard (network, green, Blue) is obtained with 247, 191 and 190 parts.  As white is added it pales the red hue.  In the
CMYK process standard (cyan, magenta, yellow , black ), usual in the press, is obtained with 0 , 25 , 14 , 0 parts
respectively.  It is the typical color with which small girls, ensus dresses, furniture, stationery, etc. are distinguished.

rosetas
ROSETAS , plural of ROSETA .  In plural it is used to specify the ROSETAS DE MAÍZ , or CABRITAS , CABRITAS or
POPCORN , corn grains that is trapped with intense heat.  2 .  Part, usually circular, made of wood or metal, that covers



the electrical wiring box of a wall or the surface from which a ceiling lamp is attached.  There are flat and cylindrical

rositas de maíz
CORN ROSES see POPCORN

rositas de maíz rosetas de maíz
ROSITAS DE MAÍZ ROSETAS DE MAÍZ error produced by the software of the dictionary when not entering a comma
between the synonyms rositas de maíz and rosetas de maíz . 

rossonero
ROSSONERO of the Italian ROJINEGRO, of Rangers dd Talca, Atlas of Mexico and, especially, of the A. C.  MILAN . 

rostros
Plural ROSTROS of ROSTRO face 2 .  person who shows up on television and who is pictured massively followed by
auditors.  3 .  Person shown as advertising image

rotales meaning
ROTALES is an orthographic error for RÓTALES. 

rotomoldeado
ROTOMOLDEADO action or effect of molding by means of a rotating lathe or a rotary axis. 

rotopercusión
ROTOPERCUSSION drilling based on equipment that produces thrust simultaneously with a process of rotation of the
bar so that the bit is destroying the rock. 

rotweiller
ROTWEILLER breed canine, very aggressive.

rough
ROUGH anglilicism by 1 .  Hard, rough, rough 2.  Approximate, close

rover
ROVER anglilicism by ASTROM-VIL , a vehicle used in space exploration.  2 .  A senior boy scout, high grade 3.  A
person who spends his time migrating

royal baby
ROYAL BABY brand of scooter bikes and other items. 

rozamientos
PLURAL ROZATIONS OF ROZATION Friction, superficial contact between objects, people or institutions.



róbalo plano
PLANO RÓBALO edible marine fish up to 1 m in length, metallic grey, straight tail, large mouth, spiny fins and two
stingers in each operculum; it is voracious and inhabits alone or in groups off the coasts of Europe and Africa; it also
exists in Chile.  and is named with and without an accent. In Mexico ROBALO is an edible white and silver sea fish, 50
cm long, which has two dorsal fins and a dark stripe between the back and belly; usually goes up big rivers.

rrauda
RRAUDA See RAUDO In Spanish there are no words that start with rr (except roll that is actually a bun )

rsvp
RSVP shorts the phrase RESPONDEZ S'IL VOUS PLAIT , or Please respond, please be kind enough to answer . 
These acronyms were always placed on written invitations.  Today they are obsolete and written, when it occurs in the
marriage parts, such as RPF, i.e. the same, but in Spanish.

ruanina
RUANINA rua means street in Portuguese; error by Rua Nina street in Guarulhos, Sao Paulo, Brazil.  It goes from av
Sorata to av.  Arracada .  Note: Rwandan is Euandese, Rwandan

rudos
RUDO plural RUDOS .  See RUDO

rugbística
RUGBÍSTICO women's RUGBÍSTICO, relating to the game of RUGBY

rugbístico
RUGBISTICS relating to the game of rugby

ruidajo
RUIDAJO annoying noise, in Mexico is used (little) ruidajal.  In Uruguay and Argentina : ruidaje .  In Chile it is simply
said bulla, bustle, bullanga

ruidazo
RUIDAZO large, increasing noise

ruidillo continuado
CONTINUOUS RUIDILLO of Ruidillo, diminutive of noise .  Low volume sound or murmur that is heard persistently and
steadily over time.

ruidosas
NOISES f .  and plural of RUISOSO, which produces noise.

ruín
EVIL evil, be despicable



ruje
RUJE misspelling by RUGE, third person singular of the present verb ROAR, sound emitted by lions.  Figuratively,
shout, shout. 

rulear
SPANGLISH RULER of the verb TO RULE , govern , direct

ruletero
RULETERO amateur and frequent roulette player. 

ruletero, ra
RULETERO , RA see RULETERO , fond of playing roulette

rumbiar
RUMBIAR Dancing the RUMBA

rumores
RUMOR news or comment propagated mouth to mouth or other media that has no official confirmation and is not
supported by credible references of any kind, may be nature true or false, what cannot be assured.

rumorosidad
RUMOROSITY quality of RUMOROSO , which produces rumors . 

runner
RUNNER anglilicism by runner

running
RUNNING anglilicism which means walking, running or so far.  Time is running : time passes, or time is running, but the
watch is running translates by the clock is walking, a clear consequence of the idiosyncrasies of Saxon and Latino
peoples. 

running gag
RUNNING GAG anglicanism for a joke that repeats itself over and over again

rusiñoliano
RUS-LIANO belonging to or relating to the Spanish painter and writer Santiago Rusiñol y Prats ( 1861-1931 ) 

rusofobo
RUSOBO (and non-Russian-friendly) that despises and repudiates everything of Russian origin. 

rusófobo
RuSoFOBO who hates or fears everything that is Russian or all Russians. 



rúgula
Rúcula RGULA .  Edible green plant with high vitamin content ( K) and nutrients.   As it contains calcium it is very good
for the bone system.  It's a leafy vegetable.

sabaoth
In Hebrew Tsebaoth ????? it means armies.  Hebrew is written from right to left because of the ancient need not to stain
the papyrus or parchment with your hand as it was written and the ink was fresh.  Vowels are usually not written and are
put under the consonants so tzade, bet, h muda and tet are written, i.e. sbht The final h is an invention of translators to
Greco-Latin phonemes.   By extension it is called the heavenly army of Yahweh or Adonai, our God.  It is also used (but
little) as a nickname of God, as ruler of Israel, of the angels and of the stars.  The reason was that the Bible forbade
using God's name in vain, and the ancient religious sought alternatives, such as "or as a mute h to write the name of
God as an extreme way to ensure that it is used only in the most sacred forms. 

saber algo de buena tinta
KNOW SOMETHING OF GOOD INK have reliable information, good ink is a serious writer or informant

saber-poder
KNOW-POWER expression that says KNOW IS POWER, that is, that knowledge provides power

sabinera
SABINERA 1 .  fan of Spanish singer Joaquín Sabina.  2 .  Relative or belonging to singer Joaquín Sabina 3 .  Circular
hut or hut where sheep or goats are stored in the Iberian mountain range, made of sabina wood albar juniperus thurifera
or junipero. 

sabinero
SABINERO of Latin sabina , Shrub plant of small and almost cylindrical leaves, with globular berries 2 .  Relative or
belonging to the Spanish singer Joaquín Sabina . 

sabios
WISE pl .  of WISE

sabor a nada
TASTE TO NOTHING very good, but very short or very little

saca el flan
GET THE FLAN means we will smoke speck, marijuana or some other drug.

sacabico
SACBIC 1.  Lagoon in Costa Rica in Bratsi District, Canton Talamanca, Province of Limón.  It is located in the Pacific
Friendship Conservation Area, 2.  Tool to remove the nozzle from the injector from an engine.  It comes from bico,
nozzle, slob, beak.

sacar beneficio
TAKE BENEFIT Get some profit or profit, take advantage



sacar el culo
REMOVE THE ASS (TO THE JERINGA) Make the remove to a problem or difficulty .  Avoiding some synonyms, words
or similar expressions may be burying the head in the sand, evading, evading

sacar hora
TAKE TIME to book an hour of care in some service or with a professional who attends according to an agenda. 

sacar la piedra
REMOVE THE STONE In Chile have sex .  It has a different connotation than as it is generally used in America, which is
outrageous, infuriating someone.   This is because in the most general case it is assimilated to the pain of throwing
away a kidney stone.  Instead in the sexual connotation to that when you have been in prolonged abstinence the
testicles are full of semen and come to cause pain.  Then ejaculating is associated with throwing or taking out the stone.

sacar la puta
TAKE OUT THE WHORE I have never heard this expression but by analogy to TAKE OUT THE MOTHER , it can be
inferred in that it is insulting a person by treating her as a prostitute

sacarse la cresta
TAKE OFF THE CREST Colloquial verbal locution.  Pronominal way of breaking the chrism with the reflective enclitic. 
In Chile: get rid of the dirt, descrestarse, exert yourself in an extreme way

sacasaca
Sacasaca Plant that grows in rivers and requires a lot of water.  Sis leaves permenecen green all year round.

sacerdotes
SACERDOTES , plural of SACERDOTE Persona who dedicates his life to a cult imparting his faith and beliefs to his
parishioners and followers of the cult.

saciante
SATIATING that calms , ends with cravings Some synonyms , words or similar expressions can be that turns off , that
ends

saco de wueas!
WUEAS SACK! stupid! stupid!

sacolargo
SACOLARGO Man who is dominated by a woman of greater character. 

sacralico
SACRAL ERROR SPELLING BY SACRAL

sacrálico
Sacred SACRALIC



sacrifiquen en cruz
SACRIFICE IN CROSS order to kill, eliminate or destroy an element, alternately, of two possible rows. 

sacros
SACROS plural of SACRO, sacred

sacudir el polvo de los pies de los zapatos
SACUDIING THE POWER OF THE SHOES FEET It is a metaphor that means that you must not humbly and
submissively accept that you have been rejected by some circumstance.  It mentions the rejection experienced by Jesus
in Nazareth and Cafarnaum.   He did not let himself be amynarized, took advantage of the experience, and went on.

sacudir la gallina
SACUDIR THE GALLINA said of a man : Masturbate, make a straw

saday
SADAY in the Bible, one of the names to refer to God (The Shadai, in Hebrew or Aramaic).  It usually translates by
Almighty God into Judeo-Christian culture.  2 .  Saday is used as our own name, in which case we could translate it by
divine. 

sadez
SADEZ Chaos Demon Hunter in the video game War of wordcraft 2.  Slon in Sadwz, Slovenian musical group


